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AT A GLANCE
One, two or three channels – the R&S®NGC100 power supplies’ specifications and wide range of functions 
make them ideal for use in development labs and industrial environments. Thanks to their high energy 
efficiency, the power supplies remain cool and quiet, even at maximum load. Practical interfaces and 
connectors allow users to work quickly and conveniently with the R&S®NGC100 series – even in 19" racks.

fuse, overcurrent protection/OCP), the maximum volt-
age (overvoltage protection/OVP) or the maximum power 
(overpower protection/OPP) separately for each channel. 
The output channels switch off when any of their set limits 
are reached. Overtemperature protection (OTP) prevents 
the instrument from overheating.

Switching technology ensures high efficiency, with mini-
mum heat dissipation even at full load.

In industrial applications, power supplies are often 
installed in 19" racks. The R&S®HZC95 rack adapter is 
available for this purpose and can even hold two instru-
ments of this class side by side.

Additional connections for all channels, including sense 
lines, are provided on the rear panel to simplify use in sys-
tem cabinets.

The power supplies can be controlled via LAN, USB or 
even via a GPIB interface when using the R&S®NGC100-G 
models. 

The R&S®NGC100 power supplies offer top quality and 
intelligent, practical functions at an extremely attractive 
price.

The R&S®NGC100 family consists of three models, all 
with a ma im m total power of p to  and a con-
tin o s voltage range from  to  he single
channel  delivers a ma im m of  the 
two channel  a ma im m of  and the 
three channel  a ma im m of  per chan-
nel. The two-channel and three-channel models enable 
users to connect multiple outputs in parallel or in series to 
increase the voltage or current. 

The outputs are galvanically isolated, floating and pro-
tected against overloading and short circuits. 

Voltage, current and power values are output on a brilliant 
QVGA display.

Developers and industrial users benefit from useful func-
tions such as the sequenced start of channels, EasyArb 
and EasyRamp functions that are directly programmable 
on the device, an analog input for external control of volt-
age values, an external trigger input for controlling chan-
nels and arb steps, a wide range of logging functions and 
an integrated energy meter. 

The R&S®NGC100 power supplies offer a variety of pro-
tective functions to prevent damage to the instrument and 
the DUT. You can set the maximum current (electronic 

► Three versions with one, two or three output channels
►  ma im m total o tp t power for all  models
► a im m o tp t voltage of  per channel

higher voltages possible in serial operation
► igh o tp t c rrents p to   depending on the n m er of o tp t channels

higher currents possible in parallel operation
► Linear postregulation for low residual ripple and noise
► Electronic fuse (OCP), adjustable maximum voltage (OVP), adjustable maximum power

(OPP) and overtemperature protection (OTP)
► Standard USB/LAN, special models with additional IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface
► Rear panel connections, including sense lines, for all channels

KEY FACTS
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Model overview
Parameter R&S®NGC101 R&S®NGC102 R&S®NGC103
Number of output channels 1

Maximum output current 
per channel

Maximum output power 
per channel

Maximum total output power

Output voltage per channel  to  to  to 

DIFFERENT POWER SUPPLY CLASSES
Basic power supplies
► Affordable, quiet and stable
► For manual operation and simple computer-controlled 

operation
► Used in education, on the bench and in system racks

Performance power supplies
► hen speed  acc racy and advanced programming 

features are vital to test performance
► Features such as DUT protection, fast programming 

times and downloadable V and I sequences
► Used in labs and ATE applications

High precision power supplies
► ailored to specific applications
► Unique features such as

— Emulation of unique battery characteristics
— Electronic loads to accurately sink current and 

dissipate power in a controlled manner
► Used in labs and ATE environments

R&S®NGC103 and R&S®NGE103B 

three-channel power supplies

R&S®HMP4040 and R&S®NGP804 

four-channel power supplies

R&S®NGU401 single-channel SMU 

and R&S®NGM202 two-channel 

power supply

More than meets your daily needs
►  page 4

Easy operation
►  page 6

Ideal for labs and test systems
►  page 7

BENEFITS
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MORE THAN MEETS YOUR DAILY 
NEEDS
All channels galvanically isolated and floating
The R&S®NGC100 power supply series consists of instru-
ments with one, two or three channels. The circuitry of 
each channel is completely isolated from the others  there 
is no connection to chassis ground. This makes it easy to 
combine the channels to drive balanced circuitries that 
might need    for e ample  and avoids gro nd 
problems in complex DUTs.

All channels have the same voltage range
In contrast to other power supplies on the market, the 
R&S®NGC100 power supplies offer the same voltage range 
on all channels. You can select any channel for a specific 
application. Each channel can be regarded as a separate 
power supply. 

All channels have overload and short-circuit protection
Even the most experienced user is occasionally dis-
tracted  so it is good to now that since the o tp ts 
are protected against overloads and short circuits, the 
R&S®NGC100 power supplies will not be damaged.

Parallel and serial operation
Because all channels are electrically equivalent, they can 
be combined in serial mode to achieve higher voltages. Up 
to  can e achieved with the  

In parallel mode, the channels can be bundled for higher 
c rrent  p to  can e achieved when two channels of 
the  are com ined

Supplying balanced circuits
Two channels can be connected together to supply 

balanced circuits with e g  

Parallel and serial operation
The output channels can be configured in parallel to achieve higher output current,

or in series for higher output voltage.

R&S®NGC101 single-channel instrument R&S®NGC102 two-channel instrument

Parallel operation: max. 10 A

Serial operation: max. 96 V
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Constant voltage and constant current modes
Configuring and regulating the output voltage (constant 
voltage mode) is the standard application for power sup-
plies. However, the R&S®NGC100 power supplies can 
also be used in constant current mode, with each channel 
separately configurable. If the configured current level is 
exceeded, current limiting ensures that only the config-
ured current can flow. The output voltage is accordingly 
reduced below the configured value. This prevents dam-
age to the test circuit in the event of a fault.

Tracking function
The separate output channels can be used as independent 
power sources, but their true versatility becomes evident 
when combined. The channels can be connected in par-
allel to achieve higher currents or in series for higher volt-
ages. The convenient tracking function lets you vary the 
voltage on all channels in parallel. 

Protection functions to safeguard the instrument and DUT
Multipurpose protection functions are not standard in 
basic class power supplies. Here, the R&S®NGC100 power 
supply series raises the bar once again. For example, the 
limit values for all protection functions can be configured 
separately for each channel.

Overvoltage protection (OVP)
If the voltage rises above the configured maximum value, 
the output is switched off and the “OVP” indicator on the 
display blinks. Depending on the setting, the voltage con-
figured on the instrument or the voltage measured by the 
instrument is used as the switching threshold for OVP.

Overpower protection (OPP)
Alternatively, instead of the maximum voltage, the max-
imum power can be set and used as the switch-off 
parameter.

Overcurrent protection (electronic fuse, OCP) 
To provide even better protection for sensitive loads, each 
channel of the R&S®NGC100 power supplies is equipped 
with an electronic fuse that can be set separately. If a 
configured current level is exceeded, the affected output 
channel will be automatically switched off and the fuse 
symbol on the display blinks red.

The electronic fuse can be linked to other channels 
(FuseLink function). If a channel exceeds the maximum 
current level, then this channel and all linked channels will 
be switched off.

Even the delay time of the electronic fuses can be set. 
ith this f nctionality  yo  can ad st the ehavior of the 

power supply so that the electronic fuse is not tripped by 
short current spikes that occur when a channel is switched 
on.

Overtemperature protection (OTP)
The R&S®NGC100 power supplies have internal overtem-
perature protection that switches off the output channel if 
there is an imminent risk of thermal overload.

Modern instrument concept: small, compact and quiet
Universal power supplies need to fulfill many demands:
► They have to work reliably even with unstable electricity.
► They should be small and compact. The switching 

reg lator ma es the  highly efficient  t 
reduces weight and size and requires a lower fan speed, 
which results in low noise.

► They should provide stable output voltages/currents 
with low ripple and noise. This is implemented by using 
linear control circuitry for stabilization.

R&S®NGC103 three-channel instrument R&S®NGC103-G rear view
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Versatile measurements and statistics
Besides measuring voltage, current, power and energy val-
ues, the R&S®NGC100 instruments include statistic func-
tions such as minimum, maximum, mean and count for 
each channel.

Convenience functions for special applications
Channel delay and sequencing
For each output channel, an individual delay time can be 
set to define a time offset between activating the master 
on/off function and switching on the output. By defining 
different times per channel, the channels will be switched 
on in a predefined sequence.

Arbitrary function (EasyArb)
Some applications require the voltage or current to be var-
ied during a test sequence. The EasyArb function provides 
a convenient solution: it lets you program time/voltage and 
time/current sequences, either manually via the user inter-
face or via an external interface. EasyArb can be used indi-
vidually for each channel. 

Output ramp function (EasyRamp)
Sometimes test sequences have to simulate operating 
conditions where an abrupt increase in the supply volt-
age has to be avoided. The EasyRamp function of the 
R&S®NGC100 power supply series offers the solution. The 
output voltage can be increased continuously within a set 
timeframe. 

The EasyArb and EasyRamp functions can both be con-
trolled manually or remotely. 

Analog control and trigger function
The “analog in” connector on the rear side of the instru-
ment enables you to control the output voltages of the 
power supply by means of a voltage or a current signal.

The external trigger input allows channel outputs and arb 
steps to be controlled.

Logging
The R&S®NGC100 power supplies offer a logging function 
to capture voltage and current measurement results. This 
data can be stored internally or on an external USB stor-
age device.

Save and recall instrument settings
Frequently used settings can be saved and retrieved using 
the “Save/Recall” key.

EASY OPERATION
Intuitive to use
All basic R&S®NGC100 power supply functions can be 
operated directly via keys on the front panel. Menus to 
configure settings only need to be accessed for special 
functions that are needed less frequently.

Simply select an output channel, press the “Voltage” key, 
and use the rotary knob or arrow keys to adjust the out-
p t voltage in steps as small as m  o  can similarly 
set an o tp t c rrent with a resol tion as fine as m  
Alternatively, you can use the numeric keypad to enter 
values.

If you need to set several channels at the same time, for 
e ample to increase the o tp t voltage from  to 

 press the rac  ey and select the two channels 
for the positive and negative voltages. Now you can use 
the rotary knob to symmetrically adjust the two voltages. 

Activating and deactivating the electronic fuses is just as 
easy  simply select the channel and press the se  ey

Color coding of operating states
All settings and operating conditions, including the out-
put power and the status of the protection functions, are 
shown on the display. The colors indicate the different 
operating conditions:
► Green: active channel in constant voltage mode
► Red: active channel in constant current mode
► hite  inactive channel in setting mode

The physical “Master On/Off” key lights up white when the 
selected output channels are connected to the load.

All settings and operating states are clearly visualized. Constant volt-

age mode is green, constant current mode is red and inactive chan-

nels are white.
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Tailored for use in labs and system racks
There is never enough space on the bench or in the rack. 
The R&S®NGC100 power supplies take up very little space 
thanks to their compact design. Since the built-in fan is 
temperature-controlled, it often runs at a low speed or 
powers down completely, resulting in very low operating 
noise. 

Remote control functions and rack adapters are essen-
tial in system applications. Access to rear panel connec-
tions and compact design are key factors for use in test 
systems.

The R&S®NGC100 power supplies fulfill all these require-
ments  partic larly the  which com ines 
three electronically equivalent channels in a compact 
package.

The instruments can be installed in 19" racks using the 
R&S®HZC95 rack adapter.

wo  models side y side provide si  chan-
nels on two rack units. For adequate cooling, ensure a 
minimum of one rack unit of space above a R&S®NGC100.

Remote sensing for more stringent accuracy requirements
There is often a significant voltage drop over the connec-
tion leads, especially in applications with high current con-
sumption. Since power supplies usually maintain a con-
stant output voltage, the voltage on the DUT will be lower 
than the voltage displayed on the instrument. The remote 
sensing function compensates for this voltage drop over 
the supply leads. The voltage actually present at the load 
is measured by an additional pair of sense lines, and this 
value is used to regulate the voltage directly at the load. 
The R&S®NGC100 power supplies provide separate sense 
lines for each output channel.

Connections on front and rear panels
The safety sockets on the front panel of the R&S®NGC100 
power supplies are designed for 4 mm banana plugs. 
Additional connections for all channels, including sense 
lines, are provided on the rear panel to simplify use in rack 
systems.

IDEAL FOR LABS AND TEST SYSTEMS
Remote control of instrument functions
All instruments in the R&S®NGC100 series can be remotely 
controlled for use in test systems. The standard com-
mands for programmable instruments (SCPI) scripting lan-
guage is used. The following interfaces are available:

USB/LAN dual interface
All models of the R&S®NGC100 power supplies have a 
standard dual interface with USB and LAN ports.

IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface
The R&S®NGC100-G power supplies are special versions 
with an IEEE-488 (GPIB) port in addition to the USB and 
LAN interfaces.

Note: the IEEE-488 (GPIB) port cannot be retrofitted to the 
standard versions.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Definitions 

General
Product data applies under the following conditions:
► hree ho rs of storage at am ient temperat re followed y min tes of warm p operation 
► ll data is valid at   after  min tes of warm p time 
►Specified environmental conditions met
►Recommended calibration interval adhered to
►All internal automatic adjustments performed, if applicable

Specifications with limits
Represent warranted product performance by means of a range of values for the specified parameter. These specifications are marked with limiting 
sym ols s ch as      or descriptions s ch as ma im m  limit of  minim m  ompliance is ens red y testing or is derived from the design  
Test limits are narrowed by guard bands to take into account measurement uncertainties, drift and aging, if applicable.

Specifications without limits
Represent warranted product performance for the specified parameter. These specifications are not specially marked and represent values with no or 
negligible deviations from the given value, e.g. dimensions or resolution of a setting parameter. Compliance is ensured by design.

Typical data (typ.) 
haracterizes prod ct performance y means of representative information for the given parameter  hen mar ed with   or as a range  it represents 

the performance met by approximately 80% of the instruments at production time. Otherwise, it represents the mean value. 

Nominal values (nom.)
Characterize product performance by means of a representative value for the given parameter, e.g. nominal impedance. In contrast to typical data, a sta-
tistical evaluation does not take place and the parameter is not tested during production.

Measured values (meas.)
Characterize expected product performance by means of measurement results gained from individual samples. 

Uncertainties
epresent limits of meas rement ncertainty for a given meas rand  ncertainty is defined with a coverage factor of  and has een calc lated in line 

with the rules of the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM), taking into account environmental conditions, aging, wear and tear.

Device settings and GUI parameters are indicated as follows: “parameter: value”.

Typical data as well as nominal and measured values are not warranted by Rohde&Schwarz.

n line with the  standard  chip rates are specified in million chips per second cps  whereas it rates and sym ol rates are specified in illion it 
per second (Gbps), million bit per second (Mbps), thousand bit per second (kbps), million symbols per second (Msps) or thousand symbols per second 
(ksps), and sample rates are specified in million samples per second (Msample/s). Gbps, Mcps, Mbps, Msps, kbps, ksps and Msample/s are not SI units. 
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Electrical specifications
Outputs All channel outputs are galvanically isolated and not connected to ground. 

Number of output channels R&S®NGC101 1

Maximum total output power all models

Maximum output power per channel R&S®NGC101

Output voltage per channel all models  to 

Maximum output current per channel R&S®NGC101

Maximum voltage in serial operation

Maximum current in parallel operation

Voltage ripple and noise  z to  z

R&S®NGC101
m   meas
m  pea to pea  meas

  meas
m  pea to pea  meas

Current ripple and noise R&S®NGC101 m   meas

m   meas

Load regulation load change from 10% to 90%

Voltage ±(% of output + offset)

  m  meas

  m  meas

Current ±(% of output + offset)

   meas

   meas

Load recovery time to within  m  of the set nominal voltage ms meas

Line regulation ±10% change in mains voltage

Voltage ±(% of output + offset)

  m  meas

  m  meas

Current ±(% of output + offset)

   meas

   meas

Output voltage overshoot at turn-off of mains 
power and active channel output

all models m  meas

Rise time
10% to 90% of rated output voltage, resistive 
load (full load)

   ms meas  
   ms meas  
   ms meas

Fall time
90% to 10% of rated output voltage, resistive 
load (full load)

   ms meas  
   ms meas  
   ms meas

Programming resolution
Voltage m

Current R&S®NGC101
 m
 m

  m
  m

Programming accuracy
Voltage ±(% of output + offset)   m

Current ±(% of output + offset)

R&S®NGC101  m  

  m  

  m  
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Output measurements
Measurement functions voltage, current, power, energy

Readback resolution
Voltage 1 mV

Current R&S®NGC101
 m
 m

  m
  m

Readback accuracy
Voltage ±(% of output + offset)     m

Current ±(% of output + offset)

R&S®NGC101  m  

  m  

  m  

Temperature coefficient (per °C)  to  and  to  

Voltage ±(% of output + offset)   m

Current ±(% of output + offset)   m

Remote sensing yes, for each channel

Ratings
Maximum voltage to earth  

Maximum counter voltage
voltage with same polarity connected to the 
outputs

Maximum reverse voltage
voltage with opposite polarity connected to the 
outputs

Maximum reverse current

Remote control mode
Command processing time ms nom

Protection functions
Overvoltage protection adjustable for each channel

Programming resolution m

Overpower protection adjustable for each channel

Overcurrent protection (electronic fuse) adjustable for each channel

Programming resolution same as programming resolution current

Response time < 10 ms (meas.)

Fuse linking (FuseLink function) yes

Response time of linked channels
s meas   response time of lin ed 

channel

Fuse delay at output-on adjustable for each channel ms to s ms increments

Overtemperature protection independent for each channel

Special functions
Output ramp function (EasyRamp) all models EasyRamp

EasyRamp time ms to s ms increments

Output delay
Synchronicity s meas

Delay per channel ms to s ms increments

Arbitrary function (EasyArb) all models

Parameters voltage, current, time

Maximum number of points

Dwell time ms to ms ms increments

Repetition
contin o s or rst mode with  to  
repetitions

Trigger manually, remote control or via trigger input

Statistics (sampling time) all models

voltage minimum, maximum, mean (10 ms)

current minimum, maximum, mean (10 ms)

power minimum, maximum, mean (10 ms)

energy 10 ms
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Special functions
Digital trigger and control interfaces all models digital trigger input

Minimum trigger interval ms

Trigger response time ms meas

Edge direction rising, falling

Input level TTL

Analog control interface all models

Control parameter voltage or current

Input voltage  to 

Minimum input resistance

Input current m  to m

Shunt resistance

Acquisition rate V/I interface sample s

Maximum response time ms

Resolution it

Data logging all models

Maximum acquisition rate sample s

Memory depth internal yte

external  flash drive ma  yte

Voltage resolution sample s m

sample s m

Current resolution sample s
 m  

 m

sample s
 m  

 m

Display and interfaces
Display  

Front panel connections channel outputs 4 mm safety sockets

Rear panel connections 16-pin connector block

Remote control interfaces all models USB-TMC, USB-CDC (virtual COM), LAN

additionally on R&S®NGC100-G models IEEE-488 (GPIB)

General data
Environmental conditions
Temperature operating temperature range  to 

storage temperature range  to 

Humidity noncondensing 5% to 80%

Altitude operating altitude ma  m a ove sea level

Power rating
Mains nominal voltage  to   

Mains frequency z to z

Maximum power consumption  meas

Mains fuses   

Rated current ma   meas

Product conformity

Electromagnetic compatibility

EU: in line with 
adio E ipment irective E  

UK: in line with 
Electromagnetic ompati ility eg lations  

 

applied harmonized standards:
►E
►EN55011 (Class A)

Korea KC mark

Electrical safety

EU: in line with 
Low oltage irective E
UK: in line with 
Electrical E ipment afety  eg lations  

applied harmonized standard: 
EN61010-1

USA, Canada   o  

RoHS

EU: in line with 
E  irective E
UK: in line with 
Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous 
Substances in Electrical and Electronic 
E ipment eg lations   

applied harmonized standard: 
E  E
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General data
Mechanical resistance

Vibration sinusoidal

z to z  mm pea to pea  amplit de 
const., 

z to z  g const
in line with E

random
z to z  g  in all three a es

in line with E

Shock
z to z  ramp  d octave
z to z  ma   g

in line with MIL-STD-810E

Mechanical data

imensions     all models
mm  mm  mm

in  in  in

eight R&S®NGC100 models g l

R&S®NGC100-G models g l

Rack installation  option    

Recommended calibration interval
h wee  operation over entire range of 

specified environmental conditions
1 year
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Designation Type Order No.
Base unit
Single-channel power supply R&S®NGC101

Single-channel power supply, GPIB R&S®NGC101-G

Two-channel power supply

Two-channel power supply, GPIB

Three-channel power supply

Three-channel power supply, GPIB

Included accessories
Set of power cables, quick start guide

System components
 rac  adapter    for one or two  power s pplies R&S®HZC95

Warranty
Base unit  years

All other items 1) 1 year

Service options
Extended warranty, one year E

Contact your local Rohde&Schwarz 
sales office.

Extended warranty, two years E

Extended warranty with calibration coverage, one year

Extended warranty with calibration coverage, two years

1) For options installed, the remaining base unit warranty applies if longer than one year. Exception: all batteries have a one-year warranty.
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Sustainable product design
► Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
► Energy efficiency and low emissions
► Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership

ertified uality Management

S

Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde&Schwarz technology group is among the trail-
blazers when it comes to paving the way for a safer and 
connected world with its leading solutions in test&measure-
ment, technology systems and networks&cybersecurity. 
o nded years ago  the gro p is a relia le partner for 

industry and government customers around the globe. 
The independent company is headquartered in Munich, 
Germany and has an extensive sales and service network 
with locations in more than co ntries

www.rohde-schwarz.com
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